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Next Meeting
Feb 24th, 2022  

Thursday 1:00pm
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Please Silence Your Phones
4

As a courtesy to Others
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More on Focus
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More on Focus
• I covered the Focus feature last year in August and November 

(Remember: Focus replaced the “Do Not Disturb” feature)

•However, there are a few advanced features you should know 
about

• You can still get calls even though you think you have all calls 
blocked

•You can add automations that will turn on a specific Focus 
based on your location 
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Alexa News
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Alexa News
• If you are listening to music, a podcast, or radio station on an Echo and 

you wish to continue listening but on a different Echo (maybe in 
another room), you can now

•To move your audio from one Echo device to another, just say, “Alexa, 
pause” to the Echo device playing music, and say, “Alexa, resume music 
here” or “Alexa, resume radio here” to the device you’d like to 
resume listening

• You can also move audio between Groups.  If you are listening to a 
podcast or playlist in your bedroom but want to go to the kitchen, 
simply say, “Alexa, move my podcast to the kitchen” or “Alexa, move 
my music to the kitchen”
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•Amazon’s latest smart home device is a $69.99 Smart Air Quality 
Monitor

• It tracks 5 key factors:  particulate matter (PM), volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs), carbon monoxide (CO), humidity, and 
temperature

•Get an indication of current air quality from the color-coded LED, 
and/or the air quality score in the Alexa app

• If Alexa detects poor air quality, you can also get notifications on 
your phone or your Echo devices

Alexa News
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Alexa News
•Alexa can now switch automatically between English and Spanish.  If you 

start speaking in English and switch to Spanish, she’ll reply in Spanish. Or if 
you start in Spanish and switch to English, she’ll reply in English. 

• It’s ideal for households where both languages are spoken. A child can 
speak to Alexa in English, Grandma can speak in Spanish, and Alexa will 
understand them both and reply in kind 

• It’s also great for kids who are studying Spanish in school or Alexa users 
who want to brush up on Spanish 

•To activate, just say, “Alexa, speak English and Spanish.” If you want to 
switch back to just one default language, say “Alexa, speak English” or 
“Alexa, speak Spanish” 
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Add Your Covid Card To Wallet
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Add Covid Card to Wallet
•The Delaware Division of Public Health (DPH) announced that 

individuals vaccinated in Delaware now have access to a digital 
COVID vaccination card

•Access to your immunization records is thru the DelVAX Public 
Portal

•On this site, you can download a PDF which serves as a vaccine 
card, that also includes a QR Code

•You can use this QR code to add your COVID vaccination 
record to both the wallet app and the health app
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Add Covid Card to Wallet
•Businesses can verify an individual’s vaccination status by scanning 

this QR code using a SMART Health Card verifier app

•When a business scans the QR code, the vaccination information 
will only appear for a short period of time for verification 
purposes and will not be saved on the device, keeping the 
individual’s personal information secure

•Nearly all doses administered in Delaware are reported to 
DelVAX, including pharmacies, physician offices,… 
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https://delvax.dhss.delaware.gov/delvax_public/Application/PublicPortal
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Screenshots on iOS
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How To Take An iOS Screenshot

•Find the button that turns the device on/off (Usually on top or right side

• Press this button and the Home button at the same time

• If you don’t have a home button (FaceID), press the on/off button and the 
Volume Up button at the same time

•Release both buttons after you hear a shutter sound

•After you take a screenshot, a thumbnail temporarily appears in the 
lower-left corner of your screen 

• Tap the thumbnail to open it, or swipe left to dismiss it and send it to the  
Photos app
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iPhone Screenshots
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iPad Screenshots
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Alternate Methods
•“Hey Siri, Take a screenshot”

• You can set it up so that a “double tap” on back of your iPhone takes a 
screenshot

•Go to Settings>Accessibility>Touch

• Select Back Tap

• Select Double Tap

• Select Screenshot

•Warning:  This method tends to take screenshots you didn’t intend to 
take
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Apple Watch 7
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Apple Watch 7
• In December, I bought an Apple Watch 7 (AW7) upgrading from 

my Apple Watch 3 (AW3)

• I kept the AW3 and found that using 2 AW’s is fairly transparent, 
just put the one you want to use on your wrist

• It takes a minute or two to transfer data between them, and the 
fitness data may take a little longer

•Note:  You can only use one Apple Watch at a time
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Apple Watch 7
• Improvements of the AW7 over the AW3:

• The AW7 has a much larger face (45 vs 42mm)

• It has an always-on display although slightly dimmed

• It uses haptic feedback on the face, crown, and side buttons 
which I find makes it easier to use

• It has additional health features including a Blood Oxygen and 
ECG app

•The AW7 supports Fall Detection 
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Apple Watch 7
•AW7 vs AW3 (continued):

• It is much faster (S7 vs S3 SOC)

• It has a compass and “always on” altimeter

• It has 32 vs 8 GB storage (I was having issues updating the 
AW3, which was one of the main reasons that I upgraded)

• It’s the first AW that supports “fast charging”

• Important:  The included charging puck uses USB-C vs USB-A 
therefore you need a USB C wall plug (which is not included)
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Fast Charging AW7

•The Apple Watch Series 7 fast charging feature allows it to 
recharge up to 33% faster than the Series 6, charging from 0 to 
80% in 45 minutes 

• Fast charging requires the Apple USB-C Magnetic Fast Charging 
Cable (included with the Apple Watch 7)

• This cable has a puck with an aluminum back and a USB-C 
connector

•Additional cables are available for $29
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Fast Charging AW7
•You also need a a power adapter (Wall Plug) that supports fast 

charging:

• Any of Apple’s USB-C power adapters rated at 18 watts or 
higher will support fast charging 

• I’d recommend the 20W Apple Charger for $19 

• FYI:  This is the same charger that comes with the current iPad 
Air, Pro and Mini

• You can also use third-party USB-C power adapters as long as 
they support USB-C Power Delivery (PD) of 5W or greater
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Fast Charging AW7
•Third party USB-C Power sources that I have used that support 

Fast Charging:

• Spigen ArcStation Pro GaN Charger, 20W for $15.29 from 
Amazon

•Anker Nano Pro 20W for $19.99 from Amazon

•Anker Power Strip, PowerExtend USB-C Cube with 3 Power 
Outlets, 2 USB-A and 1 USB-C  for $29.99 from Amazon

•Note:  Cables and adapters that worked for earlier models may 
still work, but will not provide “Fast Charging”
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Fast Charging Adapters for 
Apple Watch 7
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Apple 20W Charger Anker Powerstrip Anker Nano Pro Spigen ArcStation Pro



Apple Watch Chargers
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Apple Magnetic 
Charging Dock

• I’ve used this for years on my nightstand with my AW3, and thankfully it works 
with the AW7 as well

• You can charge your AW with its band open, or on its side

•When docked on its side, your watch automatically goes into Nightstand mode 
which:  

• Shows time, date, alarms, and charging status

•Comes on with any vibration and is great for checking status in middle of night

• It connects via a USB-A Cable and does not support Fast Charging

• Price: $79 from Apple or Amazon
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Spigen AW Stand
•This is an Apple Watch Charger Stand compatible with official Apple 

Watch Charging puck ($11)

• Just push your Apple charging puck into the rubber stand

• It provides stability for your charging puck and is compatible with 
Nightstand Mode

• It has a tacky base for a non-slip mount

• The stand is compatible with most Apple Watch models

• Some bulky Apple Watch cases may not be compatible

•Apple Watch Charging puck is NOT INCLUDED
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i.VALUX Portable Wireless Charger

• Pocket-sized 1,000 mAh battery charger ($20 on Amazon) 

• This allows you to carry a portable battery charger that fits into 
your pocket or on your keychain for trips

• It includes a keychain that swings open for fast access

• It has four blue led battery level indicators to easily view the 
remaining battery capacity that are very bright at night

•Good for only one charge, and is rechargeable thru an included USB 
micro plug

•Works on both my AW7 and AW3
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Zooula Portable AW Stand
•A portable AW charger intended for use while traveling ($14.99)

• You need a USB-A wall plug (not included)

• Folds flat to carry around or pack

• Four angles ranging from 30°, 60°, 80° to 90° are available to 
achieve the best viewing angle 

• Press the upper and front buttons to raise or lower height

•Works great with my AW3 but currently doesn’t work at all with 
my AW7
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Zooula Portable AW Stand
•My AW7 starts charging normally but within minutes it fails  

• This may be an AW7 bug? 

•Update:  According to Apple's release notes, watchOS 8.4 fixes a 
bug that could cause some Apple Watch chargers not to work as 
expected

•Update 2:  After updating to watchOS 8.4, the problems with this 
charger have disappeared

• It’s now working fine
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Belkin BOOST↑CHARGE 
PRO Portable Fast Charger

•This is the charger I’d recommend for an AW7 if you needed 
something beyond the included Apple puck today

• It costs $59.99 and comes in black or white, available from Apple or 
Belkin (Note:  You must supply your own 20W charger)

• It’s the only non-Apple standalone charger available today that will 
fast charge an Apple Watch 7 (that I am aware of)

• It folds flat and adjusts from 0º to 90º

• It has a dial on bottom to adjust height to fit any watch and it has a 
place on bottom to coil the excess cord
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Apple’s Weather App
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iPhone Weather App
•Until recently Apple’s weather app has been a pretty basic weather 

app

•That changed with iOS 15, and it’s well worth taking another look 
at it

• I now use it as my main iPhone weather app (It’s free and no ads!)

• It’s only available on the iPhone (Why not include it on the iPad?)

•MacMost does a good job explaining the new features
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Quick Tips
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Resizing Windows On a Mac
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Resizing Mac Windows
• I’m sure you know that you can change the size and shape of any 

window by dragging its edges, but there are some tricks that 
make resizing windows much easier and quicker

• If you drag a corner, it will resize two sides at once

•Drag an edge while holding down the Option key will resize the 
window on both opposite sides at once

•Drag an corner while holding down the Option key will resize 
the window on all sides
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Resizing Mac Windows
•Drag an edge or corner while holding down the Shift key will 

resize the window proportionally (keep the same proportion 
between the width and height of the image)

•When you move your cursor over the left or right edges, you get 
a horizontal arrow. If you click and drag in the vertical direction, 
you’ll actually move the window, which may help if you need to 
move it without using the title bar 

• The same behavior holds true if you hover over the bottom, 
getting a vertical arrow, and click and drag horizontally
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Resizing Mac Windows
•Double click an edge will resize the window all the way to the side 

or bottom of the screen

•Double click a corner will resize the window all the way to the 
side and bottom of the screen at that corner

•Double click on an edge while holding down the Option key will 
resize the window to the edge on both opposite sides 

•Double click on a corner while holding down the Option key will 
resize the window to the edge on all 4 sides.  This creates the 
largest possible real estate for a window without going into full 
screen mode
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Using Apple Watch to Unlock Your 
iPhone While wearing a Mask
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Use AW to Unlock iPhone
•When you're wearing a mask or sunglasses and your Apple 

Watch, you can simply raise and glance at your iPhone to unlock 
it

• This is extremely useful during the pandemic

•Minimum requirements:

• An iPhone that uses Face ID (iPhone X or later) and has iOS 
14.5 or later

•An Apple Watch Series 3 or later with watchOS 7.4 or later
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Use AW to Unlock iPhone
•Additional requirements:

• Your Apple Watch needs to be paired with your iPhone

•Your iPhone and Apple Watch need to have Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 
turned on (You don't need to be connected to a Wi-Fi network)

• Your Apple Watch needs to have a passcode, and wrist 
detection must be turned on

•Your Apple Watch needs to be on your wrist and unlocked

•You need to be wearing a mask that covers your mouth and 
nose, or sunglasses or ski goggles that cover your eyes
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Use AW to Unlock iPhone

•How to set up you phone to unlock with Apple Watch

•Open the Settings app on your iPhone

•Tap Face ID & Passcode, then type your passcode

• Scroll down to Unlock with Apple Watch, then turn on the 
feature next to your watch's name 

• If your watch doesn't have wrist detection enabled, you’ll be 
asked to turn it on
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Watch App
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Use AW to Unlock iPhone
•How to unlock your iPhone with your Apple Watch

•Make sure that you're wearing a mask, sunglasses, or ski 
goggles and that your Apple Watch is on your wrist and unlocked

•Wake your iPhone by raising it or tapping its screen

•Glance at your iPhone to unlock it

• Your watch will vibrate to let you know it unlocked your phone

•Note: If you didn't mean to unlock your iPhone, tap the Lock 
iPhone button on your Apple Watch screen
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Paprika 3
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Paprika 3
•Paprika is a recipe app available for iOS/Android ($4.99) and Mac/

Windows ($29.99)

• Paprika has a 4.9/5.0 rating with over 30K reviewers

•We installed it on our iPads to replace the “RecipeBook” app which is 
no longer supported

• I was able to import most of the RecipeBook content into Paprika 
using directions in the support section of the Paprika web site 
(paprikapp.com)

•We do not use the Mac version only because we never have a Mac in 
the kitchen where this would be used
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Paprika 3
•Paprika is an app that helps you organize your recipes, make meal 

plans, and create grocery lists

• You can type in your own recipes or…

•You can import recipes from anywhere on the web, using either 
Paprika's built-in browser or the share menu in Safari

• Your data syncs across all your devices automatically

• It keeps the screen on while cooking

• You can cross off ingredients, and highlight your current step
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Paprika 3
•Other features:

•Create smart grocery lists that automatically combine 
ingredients and sort them by aisle

•Use the pantry to keep track of which ingredients you have on 
hand and when they expire

• Plan your meals using the daily, weekly, or monthly calendars

• Save your favorite meal plans as reusable menus

• Full Disclosure:  We have not used any of the above features yet
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Paprika 3
•You can scale ingredients to your desired serving size, and 

convert between imperial and metric measurements

• You can organize your recipes into categories and subcategories 

• You can search by name, ingredient, and more

•Cook times are automatically detected in the directions

• Simply tap on one to start a timer

•All of your data is stored locally so no internet connection is 
required to view your recipes
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Paprika 3
• Import from existing apps such as MacGourmet, YummySoup!, 

MasterCook & Living Cookbook

•You can export your meal plans to your calendar and export 
your grocery lists to Reminders

• You can share recipes via AirDrop or email

• Print out recipes, grocery lists, menus, and meal plans 

• Printing recipes supports multiple print formats including index 
cards
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Or in Safari
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If you don’t see
Paprika in share menu



Questions?
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Thank You!

* Presentation produced on an iMAC using Apple’s                
Keynote software and presented using an iPad/iPhone

Version:  103.4


